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Editors’ Introduction

In the last decade the problem of climate change has moved from 

the realm of scientifi c research and environmental advocacy into 

mainstream political and economic policy discussions at all levels of 

governance. Yet, as politicians and citizens become increasingly aware 

of the threat that climate change poses to human societies, the debate 

has become more fractious and the level of rhetoric has increased. 

It also appears more and more apparent that progress in combating 

climate change has stalled. This presents something of a paradox – the 

more we become aware of the level of the threat posed by anthropo-

genic climate change, the less we seem capable of acting to prevent it.

There are a number of reasons for this. While the nature of the 

threat is quite well understood, thanks to scientifi c research and sus-

tained advocacy on behalf of environmental groups and increasingly 

from private business, the way in which the issue has been framed 

has alienated signifi cant sections of society, and has failed to convince 

many of the necessity of taking concerted action. Structural problems 

are apparent too. Democratic countries fi nd it diffi cult to translate 

policy commitments into policy outcomes, and the entrenched inter-

ests of a relatively small proportion of state and non- state actors have 

paralysed or blunted many of the efforts to limit greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions and to develop pathways to sustainable energy usage. The 

atmosphere is a shared resource, and countries have failed to set aside 

national interests in favour of the common global good. International 

efforts have not been helped by existing international institutions 

either, which appear increasingly outdated and unfi t for purpose. 

There has been a failure of collective action that has profound 

implications.

The lack of concerted action is understandable, but not inevitable. 

For what is at stake is a fundamental reorganization of the way in 

which modern industrial economies are constituted – the kind of 

change that involves the same level of disruption as previous water-

shed developments such as the industrial revolution, the development 

of the internal combustion engine and the information technology 
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revolution. Yet, given our relatively recent awareness of just how seri-

ous a threat it poses, we are only just starting to appreciate what is 

at stake. Climate change involves not only physical changes in the 

weather, sea levels, food production, water, but also major political 

and social upheavals, such as struggles over scarce resources, market 

fl uctuations and migration.

This book is an attempt to further stimulate the debate about these 

issues by bringing together scholars and practitioners from a number 

of different fi elds to discuss the nature of climate change and its wide- 

ranging implications. It begins by refl ecting on the science. David 

King sets out a selection of the scientifi c evidence on climate change, 

and frames it within the larger context of population growth, demo-

graphic shifts and health pandemics. Martin Manning, a lead author 

of the most recent IPCC report, follows in chapter 2 by looking at the 

gaps between science and society. He explains how scientifi c research, 

despite showing the clear and possibly even understated threat posed 

by climate change to human society, has failed to overcome opposition 

from vested interests opposed to reductions in GHG emissions and 

from a relatively small minority who hold strong personal viewpoints. 

The economic and technological context is provided in chapter 3 by 

Ian Goldin, head of the James Martin 21st Century School at Oxford. 

In a wide- ranging piece on 21st- century challenges, he explores how 

globalization and greater interdependence amongst societies have 

brought with them new types of existential risks, such as climate 

change, which threaten our way of life.

Alex Bowen and James Rydge then look more closely at some of the 

key elements of the economics of climate change in chapter 4. They 

describe the scale of the potential impacts of climate change and how 

the associated risks shape economic analysis. They explore central 

economic issues such as greenhouse gas externalities, market failures 

that allow GHG emissions to grow, and key policy instruments that 

aim to encourage emission reductions. In chapter 5, two of the book’s 

co- editors, David Held and Angus Hervey, analyse the political barriers 

to combating climate change. They contend that structural obstacles 

to effective policy have to be understood at both the domestic and 

global levels. Exploring the strengths and weaknesses of different 

types of political associations in relation to climate change, they argue 

that an effective approach must include greater space for deliberative 

principles and a policy mix that can operate effectively both within 

and across borders. A sociological perspective is provided in chapter 

6 by Ulrich Beck, from Munich University, and Joost van Loon, from 

Nottingham Trent, who argue for a new type of thinking about climate 

change based on a shared recognition of a ‘world risk society’, and a 

politics anchored in cosmopolitan principles.
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The volume also includes contributions from two well- known phi-

losophers, Baroness Onora O’Neill and Peter Singer. In chapters 7 and 

8, they engage with some of the deeper social and ethical questions 

posed by climate change. The former points out how the pursuit of 

both social justice and sustainability requires trade- offs and serious 

decisions that have an impact on the wellbeing of both people and 

the environment, while the latter presents an ethical case for urgent 

action. They are followed by Michael Mason in chapter 9 who explores 

what climate change means in the context of modern liberal theories 

of justice, and asks how this might apply to a specifi c case, namely, the 

implications of climate change for Palestine.

The fi nal section looks toward the future with contributions from 

both the sons of Ralph Miliband, after whom the lecture series which 

gave rise to this book was named. David Miliband presents his vision 

for a global deal on climate change, placing particular emphasis on 

the role of the EU, while Ed Miliband outlines his views on a new poli-

tics for climate change, based on long- term sustainability and ethical 

concerns rather than the politics of ‘now’, which lies at the heart of 

so many of the challenges outlined in this book. The book concludes 

with a piece by Robert Falkner, John Vogler and Hannes Stephan, who 

explore in greater detail why climate policy has failed at the global 

level, and advocate what they call a ‘building blocks’ approach for the 

future.

Running throughout the volume are four key underlying questions, 

around which there is some controversy.

How settled are the debates about climate change?

In the lead- up to the negotiations at Copenhagen in 2009 it looked 

like both the scientifi c and economic arguments had been settled. 

The IPCC, having recently received its Nobel prize, was unchallenged 

as the defi nitive authority on the subject, and had delivered its 

verdict on the existence and seriousness of anthropogenic climate 

change, while Nicholas Stern’s 2007 report had shown that the 

costs of taking immediate action were relatively minor compared 

to the costs of waiting and doing nothing. It looked like the debate 

was fi nally ready to move on from arguing about whether climate 

change was real or not to arguing about what to do about it. Yet 

somehow, since the breakdown of the Copenhagen negotiations, 

both the scientifi c and economic arguments for doing something 

about climate change have taken a number of steps backwards. Media 

outlets across the world have revelled in the various ‘Climategate’ 

stories, and a series of polls reveal a public that seems unwilling to 
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incur costs and take the word of politicians and scientists at face 

value.

This is all the more surprising since, as both King and Manning 

point out, the nature of the climate change problem is by now very 

well understood. There is a critical mass of scientifi c research and 

opinion incorporating analysis from geologists, climatologists and 

paleontologists, among others, that points overwhelmingly to the 

conclusion that the average global temperature is climbing, and that 

it is due to the emission of greenhouse gases. Worryingly, as noted by 

King, Manning and Goldin, there is also a massive amount of inertia 

in the present climate, thanks to the earth’s oceans which take more 

time to register and absorb temperature rises. This means that by far 

the majority of the effects of increased emissions are still to come. This 

is an important point, and one to which little attention has been paid 

by sceptics.

Why then, given the overwhelming nature of the evidence, is scep-

ticism making a comeback? There are a number of reasons. One is 

that the nature of science in this area lends itself to criticism. The 

general public is not used to uncertainty amongst scientists, yet 

climate science, by its nature, is unpredictable. The complexity of 

the different factors involved at a global scale means that scientists 

are unwilling to make specifi c predictions, and instead revert to 

ranges and estimates. The complexity of the problem also means that 

data can be contradictory, with changing states and tipping points, 

and with the potential for non- linear feedback processes that can’t 

be accounted for by linear models. King mentions the example of 

methane hydrates emissions from regions around the Arctic, which, 

because they cannot be estimated, are not factored into models. 

However, as Manning points out, while it is important to consider 

uncertainties in science, an objective approach must consider the full 

range of potential causes and not simply focus on the one we might 

prefer.

It also seems that the issue has until now been framed largely in the 

wrong way, a criticism made by Beck and van Loon, who show that 

environmentalists have either advocated a romantic return to pre- 

industrial activities or offered a too negative view of the problems at 

hand. The same point is raised by King, who suggests there is a need to 

reframe the debate in terms of risk avoidance rather than in terms of 

certainty. As he says, a passenger would not board an aeroplane once 

informed that it had only an 80 per cent chance of landing. In the case 

of climate change, the potential for catastrophe is far higher than that. 

The next step then, is to take on board the nature of the challenge 

politically. This requires a fundamental transformation of economic 

systems, the biggest since the rise of the industrial age.
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Yet, as Bowen and Rydge suggest, such a transformation will not 

emerge from competitive markets left to their own devices. This is 

due to the continued plentiful supply of fossil fuels, multiple market 

failures and some policy failures. Their discussion of the various risks 

implied by climate change, the scale of the problem, and the actions 

required places a strong emphasis on the notion of risk and uncer-

tainty. A failure to see the problem in these terms is likely to result in 

poor policy choices that do not adequately refl ect the seriousness of 

the threat. The authors conclude that:

While traditional economic techniques such as project cost–benefi t 

analysis and other marginal analysis techniques are useful as a guide, 

the primary analysis must consider how to bring about large changes 

in our economic structures, in particular a transition away from high- 

carbon to low- carbon growth, while always maintaining the fl exibility 

to accommodate changes in our understanding of the science, econom-

ics and ethics of climate change.

Why is climate change such a diffi cult problem to solve?

Climate change is an incredibly complex problem, and a very dif-

fi cult policy issue to address. In addition to the debate about its 

physical effects and the economic costs and benefi ts of addressing 

it, climate change also involves questions of power, social justice 

and distribution. Ian Goldin explains how globalization has led to 

an explosion of growth and wellbeing, but also creates new types 

of risk and vulnerabilities. Because we are more integrated than 

before, and interdependent, the threat from existential risks such 

as health pandemics, nuclear terrorism and climate change has 

become more serious. The rise of such challenges reveals that no 

one country or community alone can provide the solution. This is 

because climate change is a problem at the global scale, transcending 

physical and political boundaries. As Beck and van Loon point out, 

the types of risks mentioned by Goldin are not only transcending, 

but also ‘de- bounding’, because they eventually transform bounda-

ries themselves. They do so spatially (across nation- states), temporally 

(different timescales) and socially (accountability, responsibility, 

liability).

At the national level, it can be argued, as Held and Hervey do, 

that modern liberal democracies suffer from a number of structural 

characteristics that prevent them from tackling climate change. 

These include short- term decision- making based on electoral cycles, 

self- referring decision- making that downplays externalities and cross- 

border spillover effects, and greater interest group concentration and 
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pluralism that tends to cater to narrow interests and can lead to a 

gridlock in public decision- making. Another problem is that the issue 

of climate change spans both the domestic and the international 

domains. Institutional fragmentation and competition between states 

can lead to it being addressed in an ad hoc and dissonant manner. 

And, even when the global dimension of a problem is acknowledged, 

there is often no clear division of labour among the myriad of interna-

tional institutions that seek to address it: their functions frequently 

overlap, their mandates confl ict and their objectives often become 

blurred

The ethical implications of climate change are profound as well. 

This is an area that has not received enough attention. Goldin shows 

how climate change is taking place in an era of rising inequality, with 

vast disparities in the living conditions of people around the world. 

This is coupled with the prospect of population growth and major 

demographic shifts in the future. Climate change is, accordingly, 

occurring in the context of ever-growing demands for resources, in a 

world in which they are increasingly scarce. The distributional ques-

tions are therefore crucial – who gets what, how, and when? O’Neill 

attempts to better understand this question by unpacking the terms 

‘social justice’ and ‘sustainability’. She suggests that both are highly 

indeterminate, because they can be realized in many ways. While it 

may possible in theory to aim for equal opportunities and equal out-

comes, not all specifi c confi gurations of these are possible. Similarly, 

you can at least in theory have sustainable growth and sustainable 

 agriculture – but at certain points choices will be needed. Moreover, if 

we aim for both social justice and sustainability, we shall need to aim 

not merely for a confi guration of each that is internally coherent, but 

for a confi guration of the two that is coherent: we might fi nd that we 

have to trade off some forms of equality for some forms of sustainabil-

ity. Unless we recognize this, we are only playing with the rhetoric of 

social justice and sustainability, rather than thinking seriously about 

either.

Singer makes a distinctive and bold ethical argument, suggesting 

that, since we are aware of the threat implied by climate change, we 

are also obliged to counteract it. Knowledge of the consequences of 

climate change together with an understanding of the atmosphere as 

a shared resource means that the actions of those with high carbon 

footprints in industrialized countries are curbing the rights of people 

in developing nations. GHG emissions involve rights violations, and 

citizens of relatively rich, industrialized countries therefore have an 

obligation to lead a carbon neutral lifestyle. Mason also suggests that 

our current ways of thinking about and dealing with social justice 

and sustainability are inadequate. Climate vulnerability generates 
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issues about the bounds of justice, including duties to those deemed 

most vulnerable to present and future climate hazards. However, in 

his overview of the dominant liberal theories of justice (the social con-

tract and capabilities approaches), he argues that they do not fi t the 

bill. Climate vulnerability falls outside moral parameters of Rawlsian 

justice because of uncertainty about the cumulative impact of cli-

mate change, since previous generations were unable to recognize 

the climate harm being caused by carbon- intensive development. The 

capabilities approach also fails to grasp the profi le of climate change, 

especially the non- substitutable nature of the environment’s sink 

capacity. There is no priority accorded to the conditions necessary for 

human survival as opposed to human development, and no distinc-

tion made between the present vulnerable and the future vulnerable. 

Liberal theorists, despite wishing to bring the least advantaged into 

the fold of moral concern, are found wanting when confronted with 

the problem structure of climate change.

What works and what doesn’t in the mitigation and 
adaptation of climate?

At the level of global governance there has so far been a failure to 

generate a sound and effective international framework for managing 

global climate change, whilst at the level of the state solutions have 

been weak and have struggled to transcend the normal push and pull 

of partisan politics. A number of this volume’s contributors, including 

King, Goldin and both the Milibands, suggest that tackling climate 

change can only be achieved via a comprehensive global agreement. 

This strategy, predicated on the idea of negotiating a comprehensive, 

universal and legally binding agreement, prescribes top- down policies 

based on agreed principles. However, as Falkner, Vogler and Stephan 

show, attempts to reach a global deal have failed because of deep 

fi ssures on climate politics. Major powers are interested in narrow 

national interests and in avoiding costly commitments to emission 

reductions. Major emitting countries also lack domestic support to 

create a basis for international commitments, particularly in the US. 

This has been compounded by a changing global economic system. A 

shift in the power centres of the world economy, driven largely by the 

rise of the East, has weakened the bargaining power of the tradition-

ally dominant Western countries, who had become used to dictating 

their priorities in international deals. The Copenhagen Conference 

demonstrated that this is no longer the case. As Falkner, Vogler and 

Stephan point out, the US/China bilateral relationship is increasingly 

coming to defi ne world politics – and with the lion’s share of GHG 
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emissions, they now hold primary responsibility for taking action on 

climate change.

In terms of specifi c policy options, efforts thus far have not been 

convincing. According to its supporters (including Singer and King 

from this volume), cap- and- trade makes the most sense of the options 

available, because it allows for greater certainty about eventual emis-

sions levels and provides better incentives for producers. At this point, 

it also appears to be the approach most likely to be adopted at the 

global level, with a European Union Emission Trading System (EU ETS) 

already in place, and a successful precedent in the form of markets 

for sulphur in the United States. However, cap- and- trade has not led to 

substantial emission reductions, nor is it likely to in the future. It is 

too easily manipulated, and susceptible to special interests. An alterna-

tive, or supplementary, approach is to put a price on GHG emissions 

via carbon taxation. However, taxes do not allow certainty over how big 

future GHG reductions will be, since estimates are imprecise and there 

is a long lag time between policy output and actual outcomes. They 

are also hard to coordinate internationally, and developing countries 

are unlikely to agree to such arrangements, which impose economic 

burdens on crucial industries without offering the offsetting gain 

of being able to sell emissions permits. Moreover, in the current eco-

nomic and political climate, and especially in the wake of the fi nancial 

crisis and future austerity cuts, carbon taxation seems politically unat-

tractive and unrealistic.

What is the right policy mix for the future, and can a 
viable coalition be found?

Climate change, if taken seriously, implies a political paradigm shift. It 

requires an alliance of multiple state and non- state actors, motivated 

by a sense of what Beck and van Loon call a ‘world risk society’. This is 

not a matter of abolishing or undermining nation- states but of bolster-

ing their capacity to act effectively. What is needed is a ‘cosmopolitan 

realpolitik’ which could empower societies and states. The task is to 

analyse and explore how global risks can be deployed as mobilizing 

forces to help us encounter climate change realities and fi nd solutions. 

What can unite human beings faced with such challenges? According 

to Beck and van Loon, the answer is to develop an understanding of 

the world as a community of global risks that threaten our existence. 

A new approach must overcome false alternatives of retreat or accom-

modation, and instead must develop via a cosmopolitan philosophy 

which opens up a moral and political space that can give rise to a civic 

culture of responsibility that transcends borders and confl icts.
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In terms of actual steps, the fi rst requirement is to agree on targets. 

Despite the pessimism surrounding the failure of negotiations over 

climate change in Copenhagen, this is one thing which was largely 

agreed upon. Most countries have converged on a target of keeping 

the global temperature rise to less than 2 degrees Celsius, although a 

number of African countries during the negotiations insisted on even 

lower targets. In addition, most of the major emitters, including the 

EU and the US, have set national targets of varying degrees. The next 

step is to ensure that such commitments are likely to be carried out. 

Putting a price on GHG emissions (whether through tradable permits 

or taxes) will not be enough on its own to deliver the needed reduc-

tions. What is ultimately required is a fundamental overhaul of energy 

systems through transformative technologies that require a combina-

tion of factors to succeed – not only market incentives, but also applied 

scientifi c research, early high- cost investments, regulatory changes, 

infrastructural development, information instruments and public 

acceptance.

At the international level, it will require coordination and par-

ticipation, and the reform of global institutions. The current system 

is not adequate for the task, a point raised by a number of authors 

in this volume. Of course, this is easier said than done. It is unclear 

whether it can be achieved in time, or whether it is possible at all. 

Falkner, Vogler and Stephan argue for an alternative ‘building blocks’ 

approach, which recognizes that a functioning framework for climate 

governance is unlikely to be constructed all at once, in a top- down 

fashion. They suggest there is no need for a comprehensive legally 

binding treaty. Rather, we should engage in an ongoing process that 

seeks to build an overall international framework for action from the 

bottom up. Climate issues can be disaggregated into different areas, 

and countries can focus on the here and now, and on what can be 

realistically done at national level. Economic change can be initiated 

via the creation of incentives, the promotion of effi ciency and tech-

nological breakthroughs. This approach doesn’t ignore international 

politics but recognizes the need for it to refl ect domestic politics and 

priorities. Ultimately, the aim is to create a coherent governance archi-

tecture out of separate and partial agreements. Such an approach is 

not without precedent – trade policy provides an example of how it 

can work.

Taken together, the chapters in this book provide a comprehensive 

overview of climate change and the immense challenges it poses for 

the way human society is organized. The issues raised span all areas of 

human understanding and endeavour. There are very few moments in 

history in which humankind has been faced with such pressing ques-

tions which go to the heart of how we relate both to each other and to 
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our environment. Climate change contextualizes the place of human 

beings and clarifi es that they are but one element in a highly complex 

and vulnerable world. This is one reason why it invokes such contro-

versy and intense questioning. While it is unlikely that the controversy 

can be entirely put to rest, the overwhelming scientifi c consensus is 

that if we do not act now, and act together across borders, we will store 

up more problems than we solve. This book explains why acting now in 

relation to climate change is scientifi cally rational, economically sen-

sible and ethically desirable. Yet it also highlights how extraordinarily 

diffi cult it is to produce a clear and coherent political and economic 

response in a world of divided communities and competing states.
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The Challenge of Climate 

Change

David King

I want to start this chapter with a very simple idea: we have an enor-

mous knowledge base. It has been developing rapidly over the previous 

200 years. Then the computer revolution came along and we suddenly 

created the ability to retain our high level of sophistication and analy-

sis for very complex phenomena involving enormous amounts of data. 

I would like to use that as a starting point. My thesis is going to be that, 

having this knowledge capability very largely cocooned into our uni-

versities, we have a rather poor system of moving that understanding 

into policy decision- making.

I have had eight years in government to become aware of this. I fi nd 

in principle that in the private sector there is often a better under-

standing (examples range from the high- tech manufacturing sector to 

the insurance industry and venture capital) of managing opportuni-

ties and risks. There is, in short, a better understanding of the state of 

knowledge relevant to what these industries are doing than you often 

fi nd in governments around the world.

My fi rst example is an admittedly dramatic one but it’s one that I was 

involved in: the tsunami of 26 December 2004. The latter took place in 

a part of the world where there was no early warning system in place 

and, as a result, those of us watching it on television sets were aware 

that the tsunami was moving across a part of the planet, while those 

potentially affected were not. Eight hours later, the tsunami killed a 

number of people off the Kenyan coast. No warning mechanism was 

in place to see that the risk was managed. I, in turn, was asked to make 

a report to the Prime Minister on this matter. And, when I went to the 

United Nations and asked why there wasn’t an early warning system 

in place, I was told this was a random and unexpected event because 

tsunamis generally happen in the Pacifi c Ocean.

Given the sudden propagation of the wave, the people just off the 

coast of Banda Aceh, where the Sumatran trench runs and where the 

phenomenon originated, could not have been rescued: they were too 


